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You will not want to put this waterproof map awayThe fabMAP puts it paper predecessors to shame.

You'll never need to worry about getting the fold just right as this tear-proof, wrinkle-proof, microfiber

waterproof map is virtually indestructible. Throw it in a pocket or a purse or keep it out to show off,

the fabMAP lets you where you need to go in a new, fun fashion. These easy-to-read maps highlight

points of interest, restaurants, hotels, and more. The fabMAP also can double as a cloth to clean

eyewear, cell phones or laptop screens when on the road.Check out the most fun and convenient

way to carry a map of the Downtown Philly area around.  A waterproof map without the folding

headache: This napkin-sized fabric map fits easily into pockets, purses, suitcases and kids' hands

Tough - and soft Fabric Map: This tear-proof, wrinkle-proof, waterproof map can stand up to the

elements when you're on the road A fabric map with more: This waterproof map will get you where

you need to be, but it can also be used as a cleaning cloth or protective sleeve for electronics Big

type, big fun: Even though this fabric map is little, the roads and points of interest are easy-to-read
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This fabric map does double duty as a lens cleaning cloth and as a two-sided map of Philadelphia.

One side shows downtown Philly, from Bainbridge Street north to the southern tip of Fairmount

Park, and from the Schuylkill River east to 2nd Street; the opposite side, scaled at about 250 yards

to the inch, shows a detailed rendering of the Rittenhouse Square area, augmented with symbols for

museums, mass transit routes, (unidentified) restaurants and hotels, etc. The map is 11" by 8" and



the cloth is soft enough to clean your glasses or camera lens. It's wrinkle-proof and washable, easy

to stuff into a pocket or purse and refer to without looking like a dweeb. Quite handy and clever to

boot. These maps are available for a number of US cities -- love to see more of them!

This is a useless piece of junk. It doesn't have anywhere near the scope and detail one would need

to navigate the city - it only shows you sections of the tourist areas. Any hotel or city information

booth can give you a better one for free. Waste of money.

I completely misunderstood what this is - it's not a comprehensive map of the city. It's basically a

handkerchief with center city printed on it. I was looking for something to hang on the wall, so for

me, this isn't the right thing.

I wish Rand McNally would go back to making these maps. They're perfect for the car or carrying

around when you're in that town. I own at least 20 of these maps and would give them to friends or

relatives that are visiting. Rand McNally make more!!!

A combination of handkerchief and map that fits into a your pocket. Great idea. Let's call it the

Handkermap?

I like the concept .. But I need more detail.Works great to get grime off iPad, iPodPlus you don't

need to fold!,
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